
Assessor Training Workshop 
D and D+ Test:  Pre-Course Work 

This short quiz is designed to help assess your knowledge of the current D & D+ Test Standards.  

Please complete it before attending The Pony Club D and D+ Test Assessor Training Workshop, 

and bring it with you.  For each numbered item, identify the correct Test and mark it in the relevant 

column. The Test syllabi can be viewed on The Pony Club website:  

www.pcuk.org/tests_and_achievements/efficiency_tests  

  D D+ Other 

1 Understand and show a correct position in the saddle at halt    

2 Felt colour Pale Yellow    

3 Recognise a dandy brush and rubber curry comb    

4 Catch a pony and turn him out in a field    

5 Ride without stirrups in walk and trot  - as long as it is safe    

6 Tie up correctly    

7 Lead a pony in hand in walk and trot and turn correctly    

8 
The Road Rider Mini Achievement Badge is a prerequisite before 
taking the ‘?’ Test 

   

9 Mount & dismount    

10 Catch a pony and put on a headcollar    

11 
To understand and describe the aids to halt, walk, trot, canter and 
circle, and be able to apply them 

   

12 Recommended Minimum Age: 10 years    

13 Name different parts of the saddle and bridle    

14 Show how to use a dandy brush    

15 Hold the reins correctly and carry a whip in either hand    

16 
Have some knowledge of correctly fitting tack (noseband, throat 
lash, numnah) 

   

17 Explain sequence of legs in trot and canter    

18 Lead a pony in hand in walk and turn correctly    

19 To be able to hold the reins    

20 Name different parts of saddle and bridle    

21 Begin to demonstrate a balanced seat in trot and canter    

22 To be able to stop at a designated point and say ‘thank you’    

23 Give a simple definition of a pony working forwards    

24 Name simple points of the pony    

25 
Sit correctly at the walk and be able to describe the correct 
position 

   

26 Be able to hold the reins correctly    

27 Know how to alter stirrups correctly when mounted    

28 Names and uses of essential grooming kit    

29 Alter stirrups when mounted    

30 Points of the pony, colours and markings    

 

http://www.pcuk.org/tests_and_achievements/efficiency_tests

